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Abstract
Methods for simulation-based optimisation of the design of railway turnouts (switches &
crossings, S&C) are developed and demonstrated. Building on knowledge of dynamic
wheel–rail interaction in turnouts, it is investigated how rail profile degradation can be
reduced by the optimisation of geometry and component stiffness of the track
superstructure. It is assumed that reduced rail profile degradation will reduce the Life
Cycle Cost (LCC) of turnouts.
In order to obtain robust optimised designs that perform well in situ, the influence of
spread in traffic parameters, such as wheel profile and wheel–rail friction coefficient, is
accounted for in the optimisations. For this purpose, studies of the correlation between
wheel profile characteristics and damage in S&C are performed to allow for an efficient
parameter sampling using the Latin Hypercube Sampling method.
Track gauge optimisation in the switch panel is performed using a multi-objective
optimisation approach to highlight the design trade-off in performance between different
traffic routes and moves. The objective is to minimise rail and wheel wear as estimated by
the energy dissipation in the wheel‒rail contacts. As track gauge widening affects the
switch rail design, the switch rail geometry is linked to the gauge widening in the
parameterisation. It is found that gauge configurations with a large maximum gauge
widening for the straight stock rail are optimal for both the through and diverging routes,
while the results for the curved stock rail show a more significant route dependence.
A method for the optimisation of switch rail profile geometry is presented, where the
geometry parameterisation is inspired by a manufacturing process for switch rails. It is
found that increased profile height and increased profile shoulder protuberance are
preferred to reduce the energy dissipation and wheel‒rail contact pressures when a nominal
S1002 wheel profile is used as input. It is concluded that accurate constraints on allowable
switch rail loading need to be established to determine the feasible design space for switch
rail geometry optimisation.
A method for the optimisation of crossing geometry is also introduced. The rail crosssections are optimised for minimum wheel‒rail contact pressure. Further, the longitudinal
height profiles of the wing rails and crossing nose are optimised to minimise an estimate of
the accumulated damage in the transition zone. The optimisation is computationally
efficient which makes it possible to account for very large samples of wheel profiles. An
investigation and demonstration of the constraints imposed on the crossing design by the
spread in profile and lateral displacement of passing wheels is presented.
Supplementary to the optimisation studies is the comparison of simulation results to
field measurement data to evaluate and validate the accuracy of the utilised model of
dynamic vehicle‒track interaction, as well as a demonstration of a methodology that
simulates rail profile degradation for a given mixed traffic situation.
Keywords: dynamic vehicle–turnout interaction, railway turnout, switch & crossing,
wheel and rail wear, optimisation
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1. Introduction
The turnout (Switch & Crossing, S&C) is a vital component in railway networks as it
provides flexibility to traffic operation by allowing trains to switch between tracks.
However, the flexibility comes at a cost as the variation and discontinuities in rail profiles
in the switch and crossing panels result in higher rail (and wheel) degradation rates than in
regular track.
The work in the present thesis is an effort to optimise the design of railway turnouts. It
is focused on the understanding of dynamic wheel–rail interaction in turnouts, and on how
the rail degradation can be reduced by optimisation of geometrical and stiffness properties
of the track superstructure such as rail profiles, track gauge and rail pad stiffness. The
intention is that reduced rail degradation rates will reduce the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) for
turnouts.
The investigations are based on simulations of dynamic and kinematic vehicle–turnout
interaction. The dynamic analyses are performed using MultiBody Systems (MBS)
simulation software. The simulation objective is to reduce rail degradation by improved
wheel‒rail contact conditions leading to a reduction of wheel–rail contact forces (stresses)
and creepages. In order to obtain robust optimised solutions that perform well in traffic, the
influence of spread in traffic parameters such as wheel profile and wheel–rail friction
coefficient is investigated and accounted for in the optimisations.
In the thesis, methods for optimisation of track gauge and rail profiles in the switch
panel and longitudinal height and cross-section profiles of the rails in the crossing panel
are presented and demonstrated. Complementary studies are the comparison of simulation
results to field measurement data to evaluate and validate the accuracy of the MBS model,
and the demonstration of a methodology that simulates rail profile degradation for a given
load collective or traffic scenario. This extended summary and the appended papers of this
thesis are quite narrowly focused on the project topic of turnout optimisation. For excellent
overviews of railway mechanics in general, see for example [1-3]. The work in this thesis
is a continuation of the work performed by Kassa within the previous CHARMEC project
TS7 [4].
The contents of this thesis summary is organised as follows. In this introductory
Section, an introduction to turnouts and a motivation of work are given. Then the
kinematic and dynamic consequences associated with the designed rail discontinuities in
turnouts are presented in Sections 2 and 3. Section 4 discusses the damage that appears in
turnouts due these discontinuities. Section 5 gives a short summary of related work on
turnout optimisation. Then the focus switches to the methods, papers and contributions of
the present thesis in Sections 6, 7 and 8. Concluding remarks and future work can be found
in Section 9.

1.1. The railway turnout
There are many different railway turnout configurations to fulfil the needs of varying
traffic demands [3, 5, 6]. Figure 1 illustrates a common turnout layout which is studied in
the present project. The pictured turnout features a straight section called the through route
and a curved deviating part called the diverging route. The front of the turnout is defined as
the start of the deviating curve in the switch panel. The switching function is realised by
switching machines or actuators that position the switch rails according to the desired
traffic route. The closure panel connects the switch and crossing panels, whereas the
crossing panel allows for wheels to travel along both intersecting paths. Opposite to the
1

crossing, and next to the adjacent through (stock) rails, are the check rails that enforce a
constraint on the lateral position of passing wheelsets. This is to avoid interference contact
between wheel and crossing nose.
Photos of switch and crossing panels can be found in Figure 2 and Figure 3,
respectively. In Figure 2 it can be observed that the switch rails are positioned to the left
with the left switch rail in contact with the left stock rail to catch the wheel flange, while
the right switch rail is positioned away from the right stock rail to allow wheels to pass
through on the stock rail. The methods and analyses presented in this thesis have been
developed using a common Swedish turnout type denoted 60E1-760-1:15. The designation
means that the turnout is based on 60E1 rails, has a constant 760 metre radius without
transition curves and a turnout angle of 1:15. The turnout angle is the angle between the
straight and diverging tracks. The switch rails are of the flexible type and are milled from
dedicated switch rail specimens with a lower height and a thicker and asymmetrical rail
foot compared to standard rails. The crossing designs studied are of the fixed type which
means that they passive rail components that cannot be operated.
For some traffic types, such as for very high axle loads or high vehicle speeds, movable
crossing noses are used [3]. This type of crossing is utilised to avoid the large damage
inducing discontinuity in the rail associated with a fixed crossing. While the results
presented here are for a particular turnout configuration, the methods can be readily
applied also to other turnout designs with different rail profiles, radii and turnout angles.
The variations and discontinuities in rail profiles, present in the turnout to achieve the
function of the switch and crossing, result in an increased dynamic loading during wheel
passage and thus increased degradation of these components compared to regular track.
Details of the discontinuities in the switch and crossing panels can be studied in Figure 4.
Further, turnouts are often built without transition curves, causing high vehicle jerk (time
derivative of lateral vehicle acceleration) at entry and exit of the diverging route. Due to
the planar nature of a turnout, track inclination (cant) to compensate for the lateral
acceleration is not possible.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a turnout and its components
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Figure 2. Overview of switch panel from the front of the turnout including switch rails and switching
machines

Figure 3. Overview of crossing panel from the rear of the turnout including a fixed crossing and
check rails
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Details of (a) switch rail and stock rail, (b) fixed crossing

1.2. Motivation of study
There can be many reasons for applied research, but the motivations are typically
economical. Applied research can be considered as a (risky) investment that can pay off in
the form of improved design concepts or methods of economic value. The expected return
on this investment is thus dependent on the costs involved and the potential for
improvement. In the case of railway turnouts, the costs are high as they constitute a key
component in railway systems all over the world and consume large capital resources for
their construction and maintenance. Even though the concept of railway turnouts is old, it
will be argued in this thesis that there is room for improvement in their design and
practical implementation. Especially as the published body of knowledge on turnout
geometry optimisation is not very large as can be seen in Section 5.
Turnouts stand for a considerable contribution to reported track faults. Only in Sweden
there are over 12 000 turnouts in some 17 000 km of track [7], and the cost for turnout
operation and maintenance was 250 – 300 MSEK per year in 2001 to 2004 [8].
In the EC FP6 sponsored European project INNOTRACK [9], LCC models were used
to find cost drivers for switches and crossings and to study the cost benefits of innovative
solutions.
Within INNOTRACK, Deutsche Bahn (DB) analysed a set of 458 turnouts on a high
speed line with a mixed traffic volume of about 17.5 mega gross tonnes (MGT) per year
[10]. It was concluded that 50 % of the overall costs were for inspection, service and test
measures. Out of the remaining costs it was found that renewal of switch rails, crossings
and large elements such as check rails stood for 65 % of the costs while other maintenance
activities such as welding and tamping constituted the remainder of the costs. With such a
large contribution to the overall costs, it was quite naturally found that optimised
components such as switch rails and crossings with a longer service life can help to reduce
the life cycle costs for turnouts [9]. See also [7] for the application of LCC-analysis to
S&C.
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2. Vehicle Kinematics in Railway Turnouts
As a motivation and background for the focus on turnout geometry optimisation in this
thesis, the kinematical challenges for a railway vehicle in the switch and crossing panels
will now be presented in more detail. The section on switch kinematics is based on the
investigation carried out for Papers D and E, while the section on crossing kinematics is
based on the work for Paper F. First a brief introduction will be given to wheel–rail
guidance mechanisms.

2.1. Wheel–rail guidance mechanisms
To better understand the geometrical or kinematic situations encountered when a wheel
passes through an S&C, a short introduction to wheel–rail guidance mechanisms will be
given inspired by the presentation in [1]. Figure 5 illustrates the contact conditions for a
wheelset with S1002 wheel profiles at two different lateral displacements on nominal 60E1
rails. The dashed wheel profiles illustrate the situation where the wheels are positioned on
the rails with zero lateral wheelset displacement, ∆
0, whereas the wheel profiles
drawn with full lines correspond to a situation where the wheelset is displaced outwards,
∆
0. Due to the conical shape of the wheels, the lateral and vertical locations of the
wheel–rail contact points will change when the wheelset is displaced laterally, in particular
for the right wheel which in this case is displaced towards the rail gauge corner and where
the contact point is located on the wheel flange.
Also due to the conical shape of the wheels, the effective rolling radius for each wheel
will change as the contact point location changes. This phenomenon can be illustrated
using a rolling radius difference diagram as shown in Figure 6. Here the difference in
rolling radius between the left and right wheels is illustrated as a function of lateral
wheelset displacement. As the wheels in a standard wheelset are rigidly connected via an
axle, the rolling radius difference provides a counteracting steering effect as the wheel with
the larger rolling radius will travel faster for a given rotational speed of the wheelset. A
non-dimensional measure of the influence of lateral wheelset displacement on the
difference in rolling radius, and thus steering, is obtained by the concept of equivalent
conicity as shown in Equation (1).
∆
2∆

∆
2∆

E(1)

Here / are the rolling radii of the left and right wheels and Δ indicates a change. Note
that the rolling radius difference is typically a non-linear function of the lateral
a linearized measure that is
displacement, as exemplified in Figure 6, which makes
only valid for a given lateral displacement amplitude.
If the equivalent conicity is low over a range of lateral rail and wheelset displacements,
these movements will have a small impact on the steering and the resulting lateral
displacements of the wheelset, while a higher equivalent conicity will induce more steering
and larger motions. Further discussions on equivalent conicity and its connection to
steering and running stability can be found in e.g. [1, 2].
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Figure 5. Illustration of vertical wheel movement and change of rolling radius with lateral wheelset
displacement ∆ . The lateral rail and wheel spacing is not to scale

Figure 6. Rolling radius difference as a function of lateral wheelset displacement. Results for a
nominal S1002 wheel on nominal 60E1 rails without inclination

2.2. Switch panel kinematics
A set of nominal composite rail profiles representing the switch and stock rails in the
switch panel is shown in Figure 7. Due to the discontinuity at the separation between the
deviating stock rail and the straight switch rail as seen in the figure, the rolling radius
difference (r-r difference) curve is non-smooth in some areas. This can be observed in
Figure 8, which shows the rolling radius difference in a contour plot as a function of
wheelset position from the front of the turnout and lateral wheelset displacement Δy. The
figure is based on the rail geometry in Figure 7 with an added nominal rail profile on the
opposite side. The configuration is thus the same as in Figure 5 but with one nominal rail
replaced by the switch rail cross-sections from Figure 7. Before the calculation of rolling
radius difference, all cross-sections were positioned to achieve nominal track gauge (lateral
rail spacing) for the switch panel. The wheel profile used is a nominal S1002 wheel profile
and the rolling radius difference characteristics were calculated using GENSYS [11]. Note
that only lateral wheelset movement towards the switch rail is considered here, but that
Figure 8 is applicable for traffic in both the through and diverging routes.
Compared to the rolling radius difference characteristics obtained for a pair of standard
60E1 rails, which is visible in the diagram beyond 10 m, the composite profile
combinations cause kinematic problems along most of the tapered switch rail that affect
traffic in both the through and diverging routes.
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Figure 7. Nominal switch rail sections where X is the distance from the front of the turnout

Figure 8. Contour plot of rolling radius difference [mm] as a function of lateral wheelset
displacement towards the switch rail and position from the front of the turnout. The plot is based on
the rail geometry in Figure 7 and a nominal S1002 wheel profile

The difference in rolling radius difference characteristics between sections can be
studied in more detail in Figure 9. Here the rolling radius difference for the two crosssections A and B in Figure 8 are plotted. It can be noted that the rolling radius difference
characteristics at cross-section B, where there is a nominal 60E1 profile, is smooth and
progressive and goes to zero for zero wheelset lateral displacement. This indicates that the
rolling radius difference characteristics are symmetrical as can be expected when the rail
profiles are the same on both sides as in Figure 6. At cross-section A, however, there is a
rolling radius difference at Δy = 0 indicating an asymmetrical rail configuration. Then there
7

is a small linear increase until the wheel flange makes contact with the switch rail leading
to an abrupt increase in rolling radius difference. As this situation corresponds to flange
climbing, it will typically not appear during normal negotiation of a switch. Instead the
wheel will be subjected to a two-point contact situation with one contact point on the
switch rail and one on top of the stock rail. The asymmetric rolling radius difference
characteristics in the switch panel also make the wheelset steer towards the switch rail
even if the track is straight as in the through route, as there is a negative rolling radius
difference towards that side due to the deviating curved stock rail.

Figure 9 Rolling radius difference characteristics for sections A and B of Figure 8

Figure 10. Schematic contact conditions and normal wheel‒rail contact forces during a switch
transition in the diverging route
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A schematic presentation of the contact conditions when a wheel passes through the
switch in the diverging route is presented in Figure 10. As the wheel is travelling on the
outside rail of the turn it has to generate a lateral wheel‒rail contact force. Due to the poor
conicity properties related to the composite switch rail cross-sections, the wheel ends up in
the above described two-point contact situation which causes poor steering and significant
amounts of wear as the difference in rolling radius between the contact points induces
relative motion between wheel and rail in the contact points. A mitigation of the rolling
radius difference asymmetry using prescribed track gauge widening in the switch panel is
studied in Paper D. How the switch rail profile design can improve the rolling radius
difference characteristics in the switch panel is studied in Paper E.

2.3. Crossing panel kinematics
A fixed railway crossing constitutes another kinematic challenge in terms of the wheel‒rail
contact. The fact that two different rail and wheel paths intersect at one point requires that
there exist flangeways which allow for the wheel flanges to pass through the crossing.
Therefore the rails are split into a crossing nose and two wing rails. The layout for the
crossing panel can be studied in Figure 1 and a detailed top-view of the crossing layout is
presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Top view of gauge corner contour at crossing

When a wheel passes over the crossing in the facing move (from the switch panel
towards the crossing panel) it will first encounter the wing rail. Due to the outwards
deviation of the wing rail, the wheel‒rail contact point will move towards the outside of
the wheel profile. For a typical conical wheel profile, the rolling radius will decrease and
the wheel will move downwards unless the wing rail is elevated. The reduced rolling
radius on the crossing side will induce a yawing motion of the wheelset towards the
crossing. Due to the check rail, the lateral motion of the wheelset is restrained and wheel
flange interference contact with the crossing nose is prevented.
When the wheel reaches and makes contact with the crossing nose, the contact load is
quickly transferred from the wing rail to the crossing nose. For a typical conical wheel
profile, the rolling radius increases as the new contact point is close to the flange root. The
9

two-point contact situation during the transition with contacts at different rolling radii
induces relative tangential motion in the contacts that causes wear. The transition typically
also results in a significant impact force on the crossing nose (or the wing rail depending
on the traffic direction) as the slight downward motion of the vertical wheel trajectory is
reversed and the wheel is accelerated upwards by the crossing nose. Using eight crosssections along the crossing, a schematic illustration of the crossing transition for a single
wheel profile is illustrated in Figure 12. The vertical wheel positions at the different
sections that form the vertical wheel trajectory are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. Schematic contact conditions and normal wheel‒rail contact forces during a crossing
transition

Figure 13. Vertical wheel trajectory, based on vertical wheel positions corresponding to the crosssections of Figure 13, as a function of distance from the Theoretical Crossing Point (TCP)
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Figure 14. Top view of crossing geometry with crossing angle 1:15. TCP = Theoretical Crossing
Point

Figure 14 shows a schematic top view of a fixed crossing oriented along one of the
traffic directions. The wheels pass over the crossing in the horizontal direction in the figure
and the horizontal dash-dotted line indicates the nominal position of the outer side of the
wheel. The vertical dashed lines indicate the beginning and end of the transition zone. The
exact extension of the transition zone can vary, but it can be concluded that wheels should
not make contact with the crossing nose where it is too thin to carry the wheel load, and
they should not make contact with the wing rail where the overlap between wheel and
wing rail is too small to provide satisfying contact conditions. These parts are marked with
stripes in the figure. Thus, there is a given (short) distance where it is preferred that
passing wheels make their transition from wing rail to crossing nose or from crossing nose
to wing rail. The implications of a limited transition zone and varying geometry of the
passing wheel profiles and the constraints these set for crossing geometry design are
investigated further in Paper F.
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3. Vehicle Dynamics in Railway Turnouts
To illustrate some of the implications of the turnout rail discontinuities discussed in
Section 2 on dynamic vehicle–turnout interaction, the vehicle dynamics for two simulation
cases will be compared using the model from Paper C where a 60E1-760-1:15 turnout is
studied. The first case consists of a simulation where a freight vehicle negotiates a turnout
in the facing move of the diverging route. The second case is a fictitious case using the
same configuration as the first, but the turnout rail profile geometry has been replaced by a
nominal 60E1 rail with constant cross-section throughout the turnout. The track in the
second case is thus a constant radius curve without transition curves, no rail inclination and
no cant. The check rail is still in place. The difference in vehicle dynamics for the two
cases will be discussed in subsections on different themes. In the graphs, the tapered part
of the switch rails are roughly located between 0 to 10 m from the front of the turnout and
the crossing transition takes place at around 47.3 m as indicated by the vertical dashed line.

3.1. Steering
Figure 15 presents a comparison of simulated yaw rotation for the leading wheelset
relative to the radial position (an orientation normal to the track centreline) for the two
cases. A negative yaw angle means that the wheelset is oriented such that it strives to steer
out of the turn. It is clear that the standard rail profile provides a better steering capability
in the beginning of the curve as the maximum rotation amplitude is smaller and the
wheelset reaches a steady-state orientation earlier for this case. Further understanding of
this phenomenon can be gained from Figure 16, where the wheelset yaw moment is
presented for the same cases. It can be observed that in the simulation featuring a constant
rail cross-section a much larger yaw moment is generated after the vehicle has entered the
curve.
At the crossing, the wheelset is moved laterally towards the inside of the turn when it
comes into contact with the check rail as can be observed in Figure 17. The rolling radius
difference is therefore reduced (see Figure 6 when the Δy magnitude decreases) leading to
a reduced yaw moment for both simulation cases as can be seen in Figure 16 and
accordingly a reduced yaw angle as shown in Figure 15. The more aggressive outward turn
at the crossing for the simulation with turnout rails is due to the interaction with the wing
rail which reduces the rolling radius of the outer wheel even further compared to the case
with the nominal rail. For the case with turnout rails, the torque is even reversed due to the
reduction in rolling radius that appears when the outer wheel travels on the wing rail and
the contact point moves towards the outside of the wheel. The yaw moment increases again
after the crossing transition (indicated by the vertical dashed line) as the rolling radius of
the outer wheel is larger when it is in contact with the crossing nose.
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Figure 15. Yaw rotation of leading wheelset (positive yaw in the direction of the curvature). Nominal
turnout rail geometry is compared to a fictitious case with a constant 60E1 rail cross-section

Figure 16. Yaw moment on leading wheelset (positive moment on wheelset in the direction of the
curvature). Nominal turnout rail geometry is compared to a fictitious case with constant 60E1 rail
cross-section

Figure 17. Lateral displacement of leading wheelset (positive towards the inside of the turn).
Nominal turnout rail geometry is compared to a fictitious case with a constant 60E1 rail cross-section
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3.2. Lateral wheel‒rail contact forces and wear
The total lateral wheel‒rail contact force acting on each wheel of the leading wheelset in
the two simulation cases can be seen in Figure 18. The contact forces on the wheels are
positive when acting towards the track centre. This means that the contact forces push the
left and right wheels towards each other when they pass through the switch panel, and
away from each other during the crossing transition. The lateral contact forces in the
switch panel and at the crossing transition point are much larger for the simulation case
with turnout rails. The large contact forces in the switch panel are associated with the poor
steering performance presented in Figure 15 and Figure 16 and the force peak at the
transition point is due to the impact force on the crossing nose. The sudden reversal of the
lateral contact forces during the crossing passage is due to the wheelset’s interaction with
the check rail and is thus present for both simulation cases.
Further evidence that the counteracting lateral contact forces during the switch and
crossing transitions are a kinematic phenomenon can be found in [12]. In that study, lateral
contact forces in the diverging route of a turnout of the same type as investigated here were
measured at vehicle speeds 80 and 10 km/h. Comparing the two measurements, there was a
relatively small difference in the lateral contact forces for the two vehicle speeds. This
indicates that the large contact forces are due to the constraining kinematics as it can be
anticipated that the dynamic contribution to the contact forces is small at 10 km/h. For
example, the vertical impact force at the crossing vanishes at 10 km/h.

Figure 18. Total lateral wheel–rail contact force acting on inner and outer wheels. Positive force on
wheel is directed towards track centre. Nominal turnout rail geometry is compared to a fictitious case
with constant 60E1 rail cross-section

The energy dissipation, or friction work in the wheel‒rail contacts, for each wheel
during a switch passage is shown in Figure 19. The energy dissipation for each contact
, [1], where / are the creep forces in
patch is calculated as
the contact patch plane, / the corresponding creepages and
the spin moment and
the spin. The energy dissipation can also serve as a (non-linear) estimate of wear and
RCF [1, 13, 14]. It can be noted that the W-values are much larger for the turnout rail
geometry during the switch transition. This is because of the situation with two contact
points at different rolling radii for the outer wheel during the switch passage as illustrated
in Figure 10. This contact situation is associated with a large creepage in the flange contact.
The difference between the two simulation cases is not very large during the crossing
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transition, but the W-values are slightly higher for the turnout rail when the wheel is in
contact with the wing rail and at the transition point.

Figure 19. W (energy dissipation) during a turnout passage for two simulation cases with different
rail configurations

3.3. Vertical wheel‒rail contact forces
As the stock rail to switch rail transition has very small gradients in the vertical direction,
the vertical dynamics is typically not significant during the switch passage. However, the
dip (impact angle) in the vertical wheel trajectory during the crossing passage as
exemplified in Figure 13 typically causes a significant impact force as illustrated by the
simulated vertical contact forces Q shown in Figure 20. The difference in vertical contact
forces throughout the turnout between the inner and outer wheels is due to the load transfer,
or overturning moment on the vehicle, caused by the centripetal acceleration in the curve.

Figure 20. Vertical wheel‒rail contact force Q for the leading wheelset in the facing move of the
diverging route
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3.4. Conclusions
The conclusion drawn from these two simulation cases is that there is potential for
reduction of lateral wheel–rail contact forces in the diverging route if the conditions of
rolling radius difference or conicity conditions throughout the turnout can be improved.
The magnitudes of the lateral wheel‒rail contact forces are typically quite low in the
through route, but there can be some wear during the stock rail to switch rail transition as
investigated in Paper D. Otherwise the impact force at the crossing is the most important
problem in the through route as the vehicle speeds typically are higher in the through route
compared to the diverging route. The possibilities to optimise the crossing geometry for
reduced impact forces are investigated in Paper F.
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4. Turnout Rail Damage
A review of typical rail damage mechanisms in turnouts was conducted in [6]. The damage
mechanisms observed in turnouts are mechanical contact damage such as wear, plastic
deformation, (rolling contact) fatigue and fracture. As presented in Section 3, the rail
discontinuities in the switch and crossing panels increase the wheel–rail contact forces
compared to standard rails, while the rail cross-sections that carry the load are weaker (i.e.
smaller rail head cross-section area) than for standard rails. More severe damage and faster
degradation rates can therefore be expected for the rails in switches and crossings.
Examples of turnout rail damage can be observed in the pictures below. In Figure 21, a
piece of the switch rail has been broken off due to a fatigue crack that has propagated
horizontally just below the top of the switch rail. Figure 22 shows a manganese-steel
crossing where material has been lost due to spalling. Spalling damage occurs when
surface initiated cracks propagate under the rail surface until a piece of material comes
loose. Figure 23 shows a crossing nose that is too low as material has been removed due to
wear and relocated due to plastic deformation. For a thorough discussion of wheel–rail
interface phenomena such as rail damage, see for example [15]. The crossing transition
may also cause significant wear and damage on the wheels [16].
As the geometry of a turnout degrades, the contact conditions for the passing wheels
may become worse and the deterioration rate can increase, thus creating a self-reinforcing
spiral with an increasing degradation rate. An example of increased forces due to geometry
degradation can be taken from the Dutch railways: In [17], the effect of crossing geometry
degradation on the impact force during the crossing transition has been verified
experimentally. By placing an accelerometer on a crossing and mounting sensors to detect
passing wheels beside it, it was possible to determine the wheel position associated with
the maximum vertical acceleration of the crossing.

Figure 21. Worn switch rail where a crack has grown from the rail head down into the material,
propagated longitudinally and finally turned upwards again causing the removal of a large part of the
switch rail. From [6]
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Assuming that the position of the maximum acceleration corresponds to the position
and magnitude of the impact force on the crossing, it was possible to investigate the
characteristics of the impact forces before and after geometry maintenance of the crossing.
In this example it was found that the transition points were more distributed after geometry
correction of the crossing, and that on average the magnitudes of the forces (accelerations)
were reduced by a factor of 1.7. The relation between force and acceleration should be the
same before and after grinding as no system stiffnesses, such as pad stiffness, were
changed.

Figure 22. Spalling (loss of material chips) on a manganese steel crossing nose. From [6]

Figure 23. Worn crossing nose as shown by the vertical distance between template and crossing nose.
From [6]
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The present project aims to reduce the degradation of turnout rails, but it should be
remembered that quantitative estimates of rail degradation is a very complex task that
requires large computing power as demonstrated in [18] and Paper A. Therefore, in an
optimisation where a computationally inexpensive evaluation of the objective function is
vital, the damage estimates have to be formulated in more qualitative terms using wheel–
rail interaction quantities such as lateral or vertical contact force, creep and contact
pressure. Examples of such criteria are maximum normal contact force, energy dissipation
in the contact patch or indices for RCF initiation such as FIsurf [19].
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5. Literature Review of Turnout Optimisation
As mentioned in the introduction, the focus of this thesis is geometry and stiffness
optimisation of railway turnouts. To set the present work into context, previous research in
the area will be discussed for the switch and crossing panels.

5.1. Switch panel optimisation
Kinematic gauge optimisation (KGO), or Fahrkinematische Optimierung (FAKOP), is a
design solution marketed by the Austrian company VAE GmbH [20]. In short, the idea is
that a prescribed anti-symmetric gauge widening in the switch panel can compensate for
the asymmetric rail profile configuration associated with the closed switch rail as discussed
in Section 2.2. It has been shown by simulations that this is an efficient approach to
decrease wheel‒rail contact forces and wear in the switch panel, see [21-24]. All of these
studies were performed using multibody simulations of some sort. The work in Paper D
supports these findings.
In [21], results are presented which show that the FAKOP design and the use of
clothoid curves (curves with a linear variation of curvature) instead of constant radius
curves can significantly reduce the wheel–rail contact forces in the switch panel. In [22], a
FAKOP turnout geometry and a standard turnout geometry are compared for four different
wheel profiles. Again, it is shown that the FAKOP design leads to a reduction in wheel–rail
contact forces. Studying the lateral wheelset displacement in the through route, it was (as
can be expected) demonstrated that the gauge clearance and the conicity of the wheel
profiles affect the amplitude and wavelength of the lateral wheelset movement and
consequently the wheel–rail contact forces. It should be noted that in the above studies the
commercial FAKOP design was investigated. Thus, no specific details regarding the
applied gauge widening or switch panel design were disclosed.
In [23], two different principles for wheelset guidance in the switch panel are discussed,
FAKOP and CAFTERSAN. In the CAFTERSAN solution the height of the inner part of
the rail crown of the stock rail is reduced such that the wheel–rail contact point is moved
outwards. In this way a reduction of rolling radius is obtained and a FAKOP-like effect is
obtained without increasing the actual track gauge. The paper also discusses the
importance of the height of the switch rail in the facing move of the through route. It is
shown that if the switch rail height is increased, the wheel will make the full transition to
the switch rail at a position closer to the front of the turnout. If the transition appears
earlier in the switch panel, there will be less distance for the wheelset to move laterally due
to the asymmetric rail profile configuration. Therefore the lateral speed of the wheelset
will be lower before the transition from stock rail to switch rail, and therefore also the
impact forces and wear during the transition will be lower. To make an earlier transition
feasible, it is pointed out that the strength of the switch rail is important. This work is
closely related to the switch rail optimisation presented in Paper E.
In [24] and [25], gauge optimisation studies from the INNOTRACK project are
presented. The introduced gauge widening is bell-shaped, and all details regarding the
geometry are disclosed. For a range of wheel profiles, it is found that the gauge widening
is effective in reducing the wear during the stock rail to switch rail transition in the through
route. However, the investigated gauge widening shape did not produce a significant
reduction of damage in the diverging route.
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5.2. Crossing panel optimisation
INNOTRACK studies on crossing optimisation by simulations in the commercial MBS
code SIMPACK are presented in [25] and [26]. Both stiffness and geometry optimisation
studies were undertaken. It was found that a reduction of rail pad stiffness (resilient layer
between rail and sleeper) could significantly reduce the impact forces during the crossing
transition. Optimisation of the crossing geometry was performed by the assessment of
different crossing designs for three wheel profiles at different states of wear. It was
concluded that it is very difficult or even impossible to design a crossing geometry that
provides an impact force reduction for all wheel profiles that occur in service, but no
formal investigation of this constraint was given. An effort to provide such an analysis is
presented in Paper F. In the INNOTRACK studies, however, the so called MaKüDe
design showed the best performance. Also in the INNOTRACK literature [27], a kinematic
tool for the investigation of vertical wheel trajectories over the crossing for a range of
lateral wheelset displacements is presented.
In [28], the influence of track stiffness on the wheel–rail impact force on the crossing
nose is studied using a two-dimensional MBS model. It was found that the impact force
can be significantly reduced by introducing a more resilient track structure. Based on
analytical studies of the impact dynamics at a track dip, it is an expected result (depending
on the frequency spectrum of the induced load) that a reduced pad stiffness can reduce the
magnitudes of the impact force [1, 29]. In relation to these studies, the influence of rail pad
stiffness is investigated experimentally in Paper C.
An automated optimisation using a parameterised crossing nose geometry is described
in [30], where the crossing designs are evaluated by MBS simulations using one wheel
profile. A multi-objective formulation with respect to wear index and wheel‒rail contact
pressure was used for the optimisation. It was found that an altered shape of the crossing
nose reduced the objective quantities. The robustness of the optimised solution was
investigated by the introduction of different initial disturbances of the wheelset before the
crossing transition and different track conditions. A related parameter study on crossing
nose geometry is presented in [31]. The longitudinal height profile of a movable crossing
nose is optimised in [32].
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6. Methods of Study
In the present project, the focus is on the optimisation of the dynamic wheel–rail
interaction as influenced by the geometry of the turnout. This section will give an
overview of the different methodologies chosen to address the task of robust turnout
geometry optimisation.

6.1. Simulation environment
The tool chosen for the investigation of dynamic vehicle–turnout interaction is numerical
multibody simulations (MBS). The method of multibody system dynamics considers
systems of interconnected rigid and deformable bodies that undergo large translational and
rotational displacements [33]. The method is chosen as it is a computationally efficient
method to obtain relatively accurate results for the dynamic interaction in a vehicle–
turnout system including the kinematics of the interacting parts and the corresponding
interaction forces. This is especially important in an optimisation setting where fast
simulation times are of essence. As has been presented in Section 5, multibody simulation
tools are popular for simulations of dynamic vehicle‒turnout interaction. For a detailed
mathematical treatment of multibody dynamics formulations in a railway setting, see for
example [34]. For an introduction to the topic and the practical application of multibody
simulations in a railway environment, see for example [1, 2].
The MBS simulations have been performed using the software GENSYS [11], which is
a general MBS software that is specialised in dynamic vehicle–track interaction. The
vehicle–turnout interaction has mainly been investigated for freight traffic using a
simulation model of a vehicle with the common Y25 bogie that was developed in [35]. In
Paper D, the dynamic interaction between a Regina passenger train and the switch panel
was also studied.
In the model, the track is represented by co-following mass–spring–damper systems
that are coupled to each wheelset in the vehicle model (moving track model). For each
combination of wheel profile and sampled rail cross-section, and for a range of prescribed
lateral displacements of the wheel position relative to the rail, the wheel–rail contact
geometry problem is solved in advance using the GENSYS module kpf which fits an
equivalent Hertzian model to the contact conditions. Using a linear interpolation procedure,
the tabulated contact geometry functions are then used in the subsequent time integration
analysis. Hertzian contact theory [36] is used to obtain a linearised normal contact stiffness.
The tangential contact problem is solved using the FASTSIM algorithm (simplified theory
according to Kalker [37]). The contact model accounts for two-point contact situations.
The mathematical computing software Matlab [38] has been used for pre- and postprocessing purposes. In Papers D, E and F, Matlab was also used to operate the
optimisation loops. In an optimisation loop, input data files for GENSYS are automatically
generated in each iteration of the optimisation as a function of the design variables that
prescribe the shape of the parameterised rail geometries. Then GENSYS is started from
Matlab using the system command. When the simulations are completed the objective is
calculated based on the simulation results and fed into the optimisation algorithm. The
optimisation algorithm supplies a new set of design variable values and the process starts
all over again.
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6.2. Optimisation algorithms
Genetic or evolutionary type algorithms have been used for the optimisations in this thesis.
The motivation for using this type of algorithm is that it is relatively robust and suitable
when analytical expressions of the objective function and its derivatives are not available.
As the objective criteria in this project are calculated from output data from numerical
simulations, the objective function is not available in analytical form. Due to the “black
box” situation, it is impossible to prove that the minimum objective found in an
optimisation is actually the global minimum. Instead the optimisations are verified by
performing repeated optimisations and checking that the utilised genetic algorithm
converges to the same (within some tolerance) solution each time, when starting from
different initial populations. Due to the random nature of genetic algorithms, their exact
optimisation history is not repeatable. A drawback of evolutionary algorithms is slow
convergence.
Evolutionary algorithms are especially suitable for multi-objective optimisation
problems, see Paper D and Paper E, as they can solve such problems in a single run. The
specific algorithms used are Matlab’s ga for single-objective optimisation and gamultiobj
for multi-objective optimisation. The gamultiobj algorithm is based on the NSGA-II
algorithm presented in [39, 40]. For an excellent introduction to biologically inspired
optimisation methods, see [41].

6.3. Latin hypercube sampling
In this project, the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method [42] has been used to
generate samples of randomised vehicle input data for the simulations. The parameter
types concerned are for example wheel‒rail friction coefficients and wheel profiles. The
LHS method is a variance reducing technique used to guarantee a certain spread in each
individual sample. If the samples are generated completely at random as in a standard
Monte Carlo method, there is no such guarantee. All the sampling points could, even
though unlikely, come from one end of the probability distribution for the parameter in
question. The correlation between geometry characterisation parameters for wheel profiles
and damage in S&C is studied in Paper B in order to find the parameter that correlates
best to damage. This parameter can then be used to rank the wheel profiles in the Latin
Hypercube Sampling, and the variance in properties between different wheel profile
samples can be reduced which in turn reduces the variance in the calculated objectives.
The sampling methodology of the LHS method involves a basic sampling matrix S
calculated as, [42],
1

(2)

The matrices P and R have dimensions N × K, where N is the sample size and K is the
number of stochastic vehicle input variables. In P, each column is a random permutation of
the numbers 1 to N, and in R each element is an independent random number from the
uniform distribution (0,1). Each column of S contains N elements from N bins of equal size
with values between 0 and 1. Due to this construction of the S matrix, the values are
random, but there is exactly one value from each bin along the uniform distribution. Some
parameter spread in each sample is thus guaranteed. Further, each row of S is a sample of
randomly combined values between 0 and 1 that are mapped to its target distribution
according to
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(3)
is the inverse of the cumulative probability function of variable xj. The outputs
where
forms a sample vector
with parameters for one deterministic vehicle dynamics
simulation.

6.4. Robustness
In order to find robust designs that are well adapted to the spread in traffic parameters,
such as wheel profiles and vehicle types, some of this spread has been accounted for in the
analyses by using samples of parameter settings in the evaluation of objective functions. In
this thesis, the term robust should therefore be understood in the sense that some of the
spread in traffic parameters is accounted for, which should result in optimised designs that
are better suited for the traffic situation in track than if the optimisation was performed
using only a single parameter setting. It could still be that different areas of turnout design
have different sensitivity to the spread and change in traffic parameters in themselves. If
for example the crossing is considered, it is anticipated that a reduction of rail pad stiffness
will reduce the impact forces on the crossing (Paper C), and that a stronger material will
reduce the degradation rate, regardless of the shapes of the passing wheel profiles. The
performance of a given crossing geometry is however also dependent on how well it is
adapted to the shapes of the passing wheel profiles. In this sense the area of geometry
optimisation is less robust than the previously mentioned design areas, but not less
important as the large wheel–rail contact forces in turnouts are much due to the
discontinuous rail profiles as described in Sections 2 and 3.
The representativeness of a sample that accounts for some of the spread in traffic
parameters is of course highly dependent on whether the most influential parameters are
considered in the sample. The parameter selections for the studies of this thesis are mainly
based on a study covering the stochastic spread of traffic parameters in switches [43]. An
example of a more explicit application of robust design methodology in a railway setting
can be found in [44].

6.5. Comments on methodology
It is not necessarily the case that an optimised rail design fresh from the computer leads to
lower LCC when implemented in track, as it, for example, might be more expensive to
manufacture or simply the wrong design because the simulation model is not good enough.
It is however hard to imagine a problem formulation for an optimisation where all LCCaffecting parameters of the turnout are known and considered at once. Therefore the
activities in the present project can in a sense be regarded as being part of a
multidisciplinary turnout optimisation where researchers, turnout manufacturers and
infrastructure managers all seek improvements within their area of expertise. Suggested
improvements can then be fed into the railway community for evaluation against the global
objective of minimised LCC and compliance to regulations and other requirements.
It is proposed that a railway system can be described as a system with high causal
density in the meaning that many parameters interact and affect the dynamic vehicle–track
interaction and track degradation. The high causal density makes it difficult to predict what
the consequences will be from a single parameter change and how it will impact the LCC.
In addition to simulation based investigations, field evaluations of novel technologies are
therefore of utmost importance. In such experiments, it is important that the stochastic
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spread in performance between individual copies of components is quantified and
accounted for.
In the field evaluation of the influence of rail pad stiffness on vertical impact force
during crossing transition presented in Paper C, it is most likely sufficient to evaluate only
one turnout (and an unaltered reference) to find the relation between these two quantities.
To fully evaluate the effect on LCC however, a wider assessment is most likely necessary.
For example, a softer rail pad will induce increased rail bending that may increase the risk
of fatigue failures. To address such uncertainties, one method could be to apply the concept
of randomised field trials from medical and social sciences [45] or other forms of
experimental designs [46]. Then different design solutions or maintenance strategies could
be applied to different groups of turnouts and their long term performance could be
assessed. The number of turnouts in each group would have to be large enough to control
the variance in the LCC estimate for each group. This is important as the variance will
affect the possibilities to determine the significance of any difference in observed
performance between different turnout groups. It is noted that such trials could imply
significant costs. On the other hand the number of turnouts in each trial would still be
small compared to the total number of turnouts in the network, and the results obtained
conclusive with regards to LCC costs if the study is of good quality. If novel designs are
introduced in the full network, based on the evaluation of individual turnouts, it can prove
to be a costly mistake if the LCC performance of the novel design is worse than the old
one.
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7. Summary of Appended Papers
7.1. Paper A
A methodology for the simulation of degradation of rail profiles in switches & crossings
(S&C) is presented. The methodology includes: simulation of dynamic vehicle–track
interaction considering stochastic variations in input data (such as wheel profile, train
speed and wheel–rail friction coefficient), simulation of wheel–rail contacts accounting for
non-linear material properties and plasticity, and simulation of wear and plastic
deformation in the rail during the life of the S&C component. The methodology is
demonstrated by predicting the damage of a switch rail profile, manufactured from R260
steel, when subjected to freight traffic in the diverging route (facing move). In particular,
the consequences of increasing the axle load from 25 tonnes to 30 tonnes are studied.

7.2. Paper B
Dynamic interaction between a railway freight vehicle and an S&C is studied by
simulations of vehicle dynamics. In particular, the influence of a stochastic spread (scatter)
in traffic parameters on damage in the S&C is assessed. The considered parameters are
wheel profile and wheel–rail friction coefficient. To form a database for sampling, 120
wheel profiles from freight wagons in regular traffic have been measured and categorised
with respect to wear. Among the investigated parameters, it is shown that equivalent
conicity is the wheel profile parameter correlating best to damage in the S&C panels. The
influence of hollow worn wheels on damage is also investigated, and it is found that such
wheel profiles display a different running behaviour at the crossing transition.
Convergence properties for samples of runs generated by Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)
are compared with the corresponding properties obtained by pure random sampling. It is
concluded that the LHS-generated samples exhibit similar or smaller variance in damage
compared with the randomly generated samples.

7.3. Paper C
A model for simulation of dynamic interaction between a railway vehicle and a turnout is
validated versus field measurements. In particular, the implementation and accuracy of
viscously damped track models with different complexity are assessed. The validation data
comes from full-scale field measurements of dynamic track stiffness and wheel–rail
contact forces in a demonstrator turnout that was installed as part of the INNOTRACK
project with funding from the European Union Sixth Framework Programme. Vertical
track stiffness at nominal wheel loads, in the frequency range up to 20 Hz, was measured
using a rolling stiffness measurement vehicle (RSMV). Vertical and lateral wheel‒rail
contact forces were measured by an instrumented wheelset mounted in a freight car
featuring Y25 bogies. The measurements were performed for traffic both in the through
and diverging routes, and in the facing and trailing moves. The full set of test runs was
repeated with different types of rail pad to investigate the influence of rail pad stiffness on
contact forces. It is concluded that impact forces on the crossing can be reduced by using
more resilient rail pads. To allow for vehicle dynamics simulations at low computational
cost, the track models are discretised space-variant mass-spring-damper models that are
moving with each wheelset of the vehicle model. Acceptable agreement between simulated
and measured vertical contact forces at the crossing can be obtained when the standard
GENSYS track model is extended with one ballast/subgrade mass per rail side. This model
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can be tuned to capture the large phase delay in dynamic track stiffness at low frequencies,
as measured by the RSMV, while remaining sufficiently resilient at higher frequencies.

7.4. Paper D
A methodology for the optimisation of a prescribed track gauge variation (gauge widening)
in the switch panel of a railway turnout (switch and crossing, S&C) is presented. The aim
is to reduce rail profile degradation. A holistic approach is applied, where both routes and
travel directions (moves) of traffic in the switch panel are considered simultaneously. This
is made possible by a parameterisation that links the switch rail geometry to the
parameterised gauge. As cross-sections are moved longitudinally to alter the thickness of
the switch rails, also the switch rail height is a dependent variable. The problem is
formulated as a multi-objective minimisation problem which is solved using a genetic-type
optimisation algorithm which provides a set of Pareto optimal solutions. The dynamic
vehicle–turnout interaction is evaluated using a multibody simulation tool and the energy
dissipation in the wheel–rail contacts is used for the assessment of gauge parameters. Two
different vehicle models are used, one freight car and one passenger train set, and a
stochastic spread in wheel profile and wheel–rail friction coefficient is accounted for. It is
found that gauge configurations with a large gauge-widening amplitude for the straight
stock rail are optimal for both the through and diverging routes, while the results for the
curved stock rail show a larger route dependence. The optimal gauge configurations are
observed to be similar for both vehicle types.

7.5. Paper E
Inspired by a manufacturing process of switch rails for railway turnouts, a method for the
optimisation of switch rail profile geometry is presented. The switch rail profile geometry
is parameterised with four design variables to define a B-spline curve for the milling tool
profile, and two design variables to prescribe the deviation from the nominal vertical path
of the milling tool. The optimisation problem is formulated as a multi-objective
minimisation problem with objective functions based on the contact pressure and the
energy dissipation in the wheel–rail contact. The front of Pareto optimal solutions is
determined by applying a genetic type optimisation algorithm. The switch rail profile
designs are evaluated by simulations of dynamic vehicle–turnout interaction. It is
concluded that the obtained set of Pareto optimal solutions corresponds to a rather small
variation in design variables where increased profile height and increased profile shoulder
protuberance are preferred for both objectives. The improvement in the objectives comes at
the cost of an earlier wheel transition to the switch rail and thus increased vertical loading
at a thinner rail cross-section. The performance of the optimised geometry is evaluated
using a set of 120 measured wheel profiles, and it is shown that the optimised geometry
reduces damage also for this large load collective. It is concluded that accurate limits on
switch rail loading need to be established to determine the feasible design space for switch
rail geometry optimisation.

7.6. Paper F
A numerical method for robust geometry optimisation of railway crossings is presented.
The robustness is achieved by optimising the crossing geometry for a representative set of
wheel profiles. As a basis for the optimisation, a crossing geometry is created where rail
cross-section profiles and longitudinal height profiles of both wing rails and crossing nose
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are parameterised. Based on the approximation that the two problems are decoupled,
separate optimisations are performed for the cross-sectional rail profiles and the
longitudinal height profiles. The rail cross-sections are optimised to minimise the
maximum equivalent Hertzian wheel‒rail contact pressure. The longitudinal height profiles
are optimised to minimise the accumulated damage in the wing rail to crossing nose
transition zone. The accumulated damage is approximated using an objective criterion that
accounts for the angle of the wheel trajectory reversal when each wheel profile makes the
transition from the wing rail to the crossing nose as well as the distribution of transition
points for the utilised wheel profile set. It is found that small non-linear height deviations
from a linear longitudinal wing rail profile in the transition zone can reduce the objective
compared to the nominal design. Also the relation between spread in wheel profile
geometry, transition zone length and dip magnitude of the vertical wheel trajectories is
investigated. It is demonstrated that the variation in wheel profiles shapes, lateral wheel
displacements and the feasible transition zone length will determine the inclinations of the
wing rail and crossing nose if all wheel profiles are to make their transition in the transition
zone.
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8. Contributions of the Thesis
Based on a comparison of the literature review in Section 5 and the contents of this thesis,
the author would like to highlight the following contributions to the field of railway
turnout optimisation. Any excessive claims are the sole responsibility of the present author.













The illustration of the kinematic and dynamic consequences associated with turnout
rail geometry by comparing simulation cases with turnout and standard rails in
Section 3.
The studies in Paper B on the correlation between wheel profile characterisation
parameters and damage in S&C allow for more efficient sampling using Latin
Hypercube Sampling in the generation of representative traffic load samples.
The use of a multi-objective optimisation approach to highlight the design trade-off
in performance between different traffic routes for gauge optimisation in Paper D.
This investigation is conducted using a parameterisation that links the switch rail
geometry to the gauge widening.
An illustration of the different optima found depending on whether a sample of wheel
profiles or a single nominal wheel profile is accounted for in the through route gauge
optimisation of Paper D.
The development of drawing-inspired and spline-based parameterised geometries of
switch rails and crossings with a high level of design freedom for Papers E and F.
Rail profile optimisation is a common topic in railway mechanics, but little
information has been found about rail profile optimisation in the switch panel as
presented in Paper E.
An investigation and demonstration of the constraints imposed on crossing geometry
design by the spread in shape and lateral displacement of passing wheels in Paper F.
A part of this investigation was also the strong correlation found between wheel
profile shape and position of the point of transition between wing rail and crossing
nose.
Creation of a meta-model approach in Paper F for the optimisation of the
longitudinal height profiles in a crossing geometry. The meta-model is
computationally efficient and makes it possible to account for very large samples of
measured wheel profiles. The optimisation routine could also be used to design the
crossing geometry for a given distribution of the transitions from wing rail to
crossing nose.
Quantification of the transition point distributions due to a spread in wheel profile
shapes for the stock rail to switch rail transition in the switch panel (Paper E) and
wing rail to crossing nose transition in the crossing (Paper F).
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9. Concluding Remarks and Future Work
In this thesis, methods for robust geometry optimisation of S&C have been presented. To a
large extent this work can be considered to be rooted in, and have become an extension of,
the turnout optimisation studies previously performed in INNOTRACK [25, 27].

9.1. Methodological comments
In the view of the author, the main limitation of the presented optimisation methods is that
they only in a qualitative sense account for the load limits (strength) of the rails. For
example the constraint on the minimum nominal switch rail thickness that can be assumed
to carry the full wheel load in Paper E, or a limit on the available transition zone in the
crossing in Paper F.
On the other hand, the methods already account for a load collective that can be
expanded if necessary. This means that if a model is developed that can estimate for
example the accumulated fatigue damage, it opens up for the possibility to perform
optimisations that make better use of the information in a load collective. The criteria for
accumulated damage would thus need to be much more computationally efficient than
those presented in for example Paper A and [18].
The optimisation papers (Papers D, E and F) in the thesis are mainly focused on
methods and results. For future work it could be of interest to perform parameter
sensitivity studies to obtain more qualitative information about the problems at hand.
As rail inclination will affect the conicity properties of the wheel‒rail interaction and
thus also the sensitivity of the passing wheelsets to the asymmetric rail profile
configuration in the switch panel, it would be interesting to re-run the optimisations of
Paper D for switch panels constructed from rails with different levels of inclination and/or
states of wear.
At the IAVSD (International Association for Vehicle System Dynamics) symposium in
Qingdao, China, in the summer of 2013, Prof. Shabana challenged the railway community
to move from the “miniprof”-paradigm of describing rail profiles as rail cross-sections to
the “CAD”-paradigm where the rails are described as a 3D-surface. This idea is interesting
for the wheel‒rail contact in switches and crossings which typically relies on interpolated
geometry or contact point functions between discrete cross-sections. It is the view of the
present author that this challenge should be taken seriously.

9.2. Implementation
The idea of accounting for load collectives in the optimisation of S&C opens up for
customised design and maintenance of turnouts for given traffic situations, or at least
different categories of traffic situations. For example, switches could be optimised for the
traffic distribution between routes and moves using the methods of Paper D or the
transition points in the crossing could be distributed according to the dominating traffic
direction using the methods of Paper F.
Design and maintenance customisation also requires more knowledge of the traffic
situation as well as status and history of individual turnouts. Considering the capabilities of
information technology, the technical prerequisites for such considerations are already
present [47].
For the present author, especially the studies of Paper F highlight how interconnected
a railway system is. As demonstrated in the paper, the wing rail and crossing nose
inclinations are directly connected to the length of the feasible transition zone, the spread
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of wheel profile shapes in traffic and the check rail tolerances that to a large extent
determine the range of lateral wheel positions as the wheels negotiates a crossing.
As the longitudinal inclination of the wing rail and crossing nose will determine the
vertical wheel trajectory of the passing wheels and thus also the impact angle and the
corresponding impact force during the transition from wing rail to crossing nose and vice
versa, the possible design improvements and damage reductions for crossings are to a large
extent dependent on the maintenance tolerances of wheel profiles and check rails. In order
to find a better basis for decisions on maintenance, the cost of wheel re-profiling needs to
be weighed against the potential reduction in crossing (and other) damage. If the geometric
spread of wheels in traffic is smaller, and the impact damage in crossings could be reduced
due to less interference contact and/or reduced impact angles through smaller inclinations
of the wing rail and crossing nose, money would be saved in that end.
Simulations of mechanical systems typically represent a bottom-up approach where
design improvements are sought through studies of the mechanical performance for the
system at hand. The complementary approach is the bottom-down approach where key
performance indicators for components in track, such as maintenance costs, are studied for
different designs to see what design solutions actually work better in practice. In the (not
very unique) view of the present author, simulations and design studies are useful tools to
come up with good design solutions, but more or less certain knowledge about the
practical value of different designs can only be obtained from studies of actual
performance in track. This is because the railway system can be characterised as a system
of high causal density where many parameters interact to form the actual performance and
it is difficult, sometimes maybe impossible, to foresee all the consequences of a single
parameter change. Therefore it is also proposed that designed experiments should be
considered for the evaluation of design changes in the railway system as discussed in
Section 6.5.
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